Magyar Telekom Group’s Environmental Policy
Magyar Telekom Group, as leading info-communications service provider in Central Europe, and also a
leading player of the Hungarian economy, is committed to the preservation of nature and environment,
and for the improvement of the condition of the environment.
We acknowledge that one of the most challenging issues of environmental protection is climate change,
therefore feeling this problem as our own; we set such goals in our programs which contribute also to
save the climate.
In compliance with our mission and our sustainability strategy, through the role we intend to play in the
information society, we are responsible for the harmonisation of our activities with the basic principles of
sustainable development.
In addition to duly complying with the relevant regulations, we are also making every effort to meet
halfway the general social and environmental expectations at Group-level as well as at individual,
member-company-level.
Our goal is to improve our environmental performance besides reducing our environmental burden.
Through the development, distribution and use of telecommunications and information services we help
the society, our customers and ourselves, too, to improve the general efficiency of environmental
protection. The services of information and communication technology have great potential to reduce the
emission of green-house gases. We provide opportunity to our interested parties by an active
communication about it to raise their environmental awareness.
In order to meet our commitment:
 We operate Group-level environmental co-ordination, and in the areas, having significant
environmental organisations we implement and operate environmental management system
corresponding to the ISO 14001 standard.
 In our developments we take environmental aspects and social demands into consideration.
 In our purchasing and investment processes, environmental principals and considerations play
a highly important role, and we also demand compliance with those from our suppliers,
contractors, stimulating also by this their environmental improvement.
 In development of our services, we focus on reducing the energy- and other resources’
consumption, the environmental analyses of products, and on the demonstration and promotion
of positive environmental impacts.
 We intend to make the protection of our environment important to all our employees and
customers, therefore we provide regular information about our environmental activities, and we
build and maintain information system for it.
 In our environmental protection activities and development efforts we co-operate with all the
interested parties, and publish annual reports regularly about our results.
 We share our knowledge and experiences with out partners, helping them also to realise their
environmental programs.

The management of Magyar Telekom Group declares that they pursue their activities with observance of
the above principles of environmental policy and expect the same from all colleagues.
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